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Multiphase Flow Models

A persistent theme throughout the study of multiphase flows is the need to model and predict the detailed
behavior of those flows and the phenomena that they manifest. There are three ways in which such models
are explored: (1) experimentally, through laboratory-sized models equipped with appropriate instrumen-
tation, (2) theoretically, using mathematical equations and models for the flow, and (3) computationally,
using the power and size of modern computers to address the complexity of the flow. Clearly there are
some applications in which full-scale laboratory models are possible. But, in many instances, the laboratory
model must have a very different scale than the prototype and then a reliable theoretical or computational
model is essential for confident extrapolation to the scale of the prototype. There are also cases in which
a laboratory model is impossible for a wide variety of reasons.

Consequently, the predictive capability and physical understanding must rely heavily on theoretical and/or
computational models and here the complexity of most multiphase flows presents a major hurdle. It may
be possible at some distant time in the future to code the Navier-Stokes equations for each of the phases
or components and to compute every detail of a multiphase flow, the motion of all the fluid around and
inside every particle or drop, the position of every interface. But the computer power and speed required
to do this is far beyond present capability for most of the flows that are commonly experienced. When
one or both of the phases becomes turbulent (as often happens) the magnitude of the challenge becomes
truly astronomical. Therefore, simplifications are essential in realistic models of most multiphase flows.

In disperse flows two types of models are prevalent, trajectory models and two-fluid models. In trajectory
models, the motion of the disperse phase is assessed by following either the motion of the actual particles
or the motion of larger, representative particles. The details of the flow around each of the particles are
subsumed into assumed drag, lift and moment forces acting on and altering the trajectory of those particles.
The thermal history of the particles can also be tracked if it is appropriate to do so. Trajectory models
have been very useful in studies of the rheology of granular flows (see section (Np)) primarily because
the effects of the interstitial fluid are small. In the alternative approach, two-fluid models, the disperse
phase is treated as a second continuous phase intermingled and interacting with the continuous phase.
Effective conservation equations (of mass, momentum and energy) are developed for the two fluid flows;
these included interaction terms modeling the exchange of mass, momentum and energy between the two
flows. These equations are then solved either theoretically or computationally. Thus, the two-fluid models
neglect the discrete nature of the disperse phase and approximate its effects upon the continuous phase.
Inherent in this approach, are averaging processes necessary to characterize the properties of the disperse
phase; these involve significant difficulties. The boundary conditions appropriate in two-fluid models also
pose difficult modeling issues.

In contrast, separated flows present many fewer issues. In theory one must solve the single phase fluid flow
equations in the two streams, coupling them through appropriate kinematic and dynamic conditions at
the interface. Free streamline theory (see, for example, Birkhoff and Zarantonello 1957, Tulin 1964, Woods
1961, Wu 1972) is an example of a successful implementation of such a strategy though the interface
conditions used in that context are particularly simple.

In the first sections dealing with multiphase flows, the basic tools for both trajectory and two-fluid models
are developed and discussed. Then a basic notation for multiphase flow is developed and this leads naturally
into a description of the mass, momentum and energy equations applicable to multiphase flows, and, in
particular, in two-fluid models. In sections (Nb), (Nc), (Nd), (Ne), (Nf), (Ng), (Nh) and (Ni), we examine



the dynamics of individual particles, drops and bubbles. In section (Nj) we address the different topologies
of multiphase flows and, in the subsequent sections, we examine phenomena in which particle interactions
and the particle-fluid interactions modify the flow.


